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Overall comments

 arma First version of ANENT WEB-portal was prepared in time

Comparison with timeframe of Activity 1:
- Operation of a preliminary website /by KAERI/: mid 2004
- Establishment of fully operational ANENT website /KAERI/: end 2004

 arma Great efforts of Nuclear Training Centre of KAERI:

- Dr. Kyong Won HAN (Director of NTC)
- Dr. Eui Jin LEE (Head, Education Program Development, NTC)
- + ......

On appropriateness of ANENT WEB-portal

ANENT WEB-portal:
 arma reflects the activities of ANENT.
 arma reflects important events and activities of IAEA.
 arma Database ==> Official Source for starting and developing many ANENT activities.

This first of all concerns Act. 4 “Establishment of reference curricula and facilitating credit transfer and mutual recognition of degrees”.

 arma may help Nuclear Education Institutions of the countries, which are less developed in nuclear technology, in following / thinking for improving nuclear education in their countries.

⇒ this WEB-portal ==> good tool of ANENT!
content & compilation of additional information

- It would be a done thing to correct all misprints and errors in the database of the WEB
- The compilation would be more valuable if it is enriched in additional information such as:
  1. On material for Nuclear Technology Education
     For example:
     - OCES – Syllabus for Engineering and Science Disciplines
       at BARC Training School, Mumbai, India
  2. On other activities of ANENT
     For example:
     - Article “Passing the torch” / IAEA Bulletin 46/1, June 2004 /
       by Dr. Fatimah Mohd Amin
       with contributions of Dr. Kyong Won Han & Dr. Peter Gowin
  3. On activities of every ANENT member-institutions
     in Nuclear Technology Education

On operation system for ANENT WEB-portal

- It would be useful to use information in the same form as it is prepared and given by the ANENT member-institutions.
  
  Arguments:
  
  1. Economise working time
  2. Minimise operation system for the WEB-portal
  3. Facilitate and stimulate the member-institutions to give their available information.

⇒ It may bring a diversity and higher effectiveness for the ANENT WEB-portal
Conclusion

- The ANENT Web portal is good.
- It would be a perfect thing to strengthen influence and to heighten importance of the ANENT WEB-portal.

It would be desirable to upgrade and to diversify ANENT WEB-portal for intensifying nuclear education in Asia.

Special & Heartfelt Thanks

From the very beginning of my work in ANENT, I was always strongly supported by the large collective of ANENT.

Taking this opportunity, as the co-ordinator for the ANENT Activity 4, I would like to express my special and heartfelt thanks to:

- Dr. Fatima Mohd Amin (spokeswoman for ANENT)
- Dr. Kyong Won Han and Dr. Eui Jin Lee (NTC, KAERI)
- Dr. Rohini Hewamanna (Atomic Energy Authority of Srilanka)
- Dr. Ravi Busham Grover (Bhabha Atomic Research Center, India)
- Dr. Nasir Ahmad (Pakistan Institute of Engineering & Applied Sciences)
- Dr. Corazon Casenas Bernido (Philippine Nuclear Research Institute)
- Dr. Peter Gowin, Dr. Yanko YANEV, Dr. Andrei Kossilov,
  + many other people from IAEA.

- Organizing Committee of the Workshop.
Thank you very much for your attention!

And, let us go together in developing the ANENT WEB-portal for intensifying nuclear education in Asia!
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